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Erasure coding has been widely deployed in today’s data centers for it can significantly reduce extra storage costs while providing
high storage reliability. However, erasure coding introduced more network traffic and computational overhead in the data update
process. How to improve the efficiency and mitigate the system imbalance during the update process in erasure coding is still a
challenging problem. Recently, most of the existing update schemes of erasure codes only focused on the single stripe update
scenario and ignored the heterogeneity of the node and network status which cannot sufficiently deal with the problems of low
update efficiency and load imbalance caused by the multistripe concurrent update. To solve this problem, this paper proposes a
Load-Aware Multistripe concurrent Update (LAMU) scheme in erasure-coded storage systems. Notably, LAMU introduces the
Software-Defined Network (SDN) mechanism to measure the node loads and network status in real time. It selects
nonduplicated nodes with better performance such as CPU utilization, remaining memory, and I/O load as the computing
nodes for multiple update stripes. Then, a multiattribute decision-making method is used to schedule the network traffic
generated in the update process. This mechanism can improve the transmission efficiency of update traffic and make LAMU
adapt to the multistripe concurrent update scenarios in heterogeneous network environments. Finally, we designed a prototype
system of multistripe concurrent updates. The extensive experimental results show that LAMU could improve the update
efficiency and provide better system load-balancing performance.

1. Introduction

The scale of the distributed storage system is rapidly expand-
ing to deal with the proliferation of the global datasphere.
Meanwhile, the node failures and data loss caused by various
reasons are increasing, such as system crashes, natural disas-
ters, hacker attach, and power outages [1–3]. To avoid irre-
versible losses caused by these threats and improve the
reliability of the storage system, the redundancy mechanism
is indispensable in data centers. The two most typical redun-
dancy mechanisms are replications and erasure coding. Rep-

lications copy each chunk of original data to other storage
devices to improve the system redundancy. However, it con-
siderably incurs extra storage costs, especially in today’s data
scale explosion and growth. As another alternative, erasure
coding can provide better storage efficiency via encoding com-
putations, meeting the same degree of fault tolerance as repli-
cations [4]. Specifically, erasure coding divides the original
data into several data chunks, and then, these data chunks
are encoded into a few redundant chunks (also called parity
chunks). These data chunks and parity chunks together form
an erasure-coding stripe. When data failure occurs, as long
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as the number of failed chunks does not exceed the recovery
threshold, the lost chunks can still be recovered from the living
chunks. Since the erasure coding can significantly reduce the
extra storage cost while providing high storage reliability, it
has been widely deployed in today’s data centers, such as Face-
book [5], Azure [6], and Google GFS [7].

However, while providing high reliability with less extra
storage cost, erasure coding introduces more network traffic
and computation overhead during the data update process.
When the data chunk is updated, all the parity chunks in the
same stripe should be updated simultaneously to maintain
the consistency of the stripe, which boosts the disk I/O load
and the update time. In addition, various real trace analyses
show that over 90% of writing in the storage system is data
update [8–10], indicating that data update is prevalent. If the
data failure occurs during the update process, the system can-
not recover the failure data correctly. Therefore, the update
efficiency of erasure coding affects not only the performance
but also the reliability of the distributed storage system.

There are two major challenging factors impacting the
erasure-coding update. Challenge 1 is the heterogeneity of
the storage node and network status. For example, the stor-
age nodes purchased in different periods during the expan-
sion of storage system have different performance [11, 12].
Meanwhile, these storage nodes may also be processing var-
ious tasks in real time, such as MapReduce [13] and system
heartbeat and data migration [14], making the status of net-
work links dynamic and heterogeneous. In this case, the
computational load and traffic caused by the update may sig-
nificantly impact the system performance and reduce the
update efficiency. Challenge 2 is the multistripe concurrent
update. Due to the potential correlation between the data
of each stripe [15, 16], the update of one erasure-coding
stripe will result in the contemporary update of multiple cor-
relation stripes [15], which amplifies the node load and the
update time. Therefore, how to improve the update effi-
ciency of erasure code storage and guarantee the system load
balance is still a critical problem. However, the existing
update scheme ignores the node and network heterogeneity
and only focuses on the single stripe update scenario, which
cannot sufficiently deal with the problems of update effi-
ciency declines and system load imbalance caused by the
multistripe concurrent update.

This paper proposed a Load-Aware Multistripe con-
current Update (LAMU) scheme. As we will explain in
Section 3, LAMU adopts a centralized update architecture
in which the data update is divided into the data-delta
convergence, parity-delta computation, and parity-delta
divergence. The centralized update architecture can miti-
gate the system overhead by preventing the separate con-
nection between the data node and the parity node.
Firstly, we introduce Software-Defined Networking (SDN)
to measure and collect node load information (such as
CPU utilization, residual memory, disk I/O load, and node
access bandwidth) and network status (such as network
topology, link residual bandwidth, and link transmission
delay) in real time. Secondly, based on the node load
information, we select the nonrepetitive computing nodes
with a lower load for each update stripe. Finally, the TOP-

SIS method is used to tailor the best path for data-delta
convergence and parity-delta divergence for each update
stripe. The decision-making factor uses diverse weights
for different network load scenarios so that LAMU could
be suitable for various environments.

The main contributions of this paper can be summarized
as follows:

(1) Aiming to solve the problem that existing research
cannot sufficiently deal with the efficiency decline
of multistripe concurrent updates, this paper first
establishes the optimization model of multistripe
updates with multiple QoS constraints in the hetero-
geneous environment. The update efficiency can be
improved by minimizing the cumulative weighted
update delay of multistripe updates and balancing
the link utilization. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work attempt to improve the effi-
ciency of multistripe concurrent updates with multi-
ple QoS constraints

(2) This paper introduces SDN to perceive the node load
status and network status of the erasure-coded stor-
age system in real time and proposes a Load-Aware
Multistripe concurrent Update (LAMU) scheme.
LAMU selected the nonrepetitive computing nodes
with better capacity for each update stripe. Then,
the TOPSIS method is used to schedule the update
traffic generated in the update process to improve
the efficiency of multistripe updates. As far as we
know, this is the first work that considers the hetero-
geneity of nodes and network status simultaneously
during the erasure-coding update process

(3) We designed a prototype system of multistripe con-
current updates based on Containernet [17] to verify
the effectiveness of LAMU. The extensive experi-
mental results show that LAMU could improve the
erasure-coding update efficiency and maintain better
system load balancing

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents the background and related work of the erasure-
coding update. Section 3 describes the multistripe update
problem in the erasure-coded system and provides the opti-
mization model. Section 4 introduces the details of our
LAMU scheme. We conduct extensive experiments to evalu-
ate LAMU in Section 5. Section 6 concludes this paper.

2. Background and Related Work

2.1. Basics of Erasure Coding. In this paper, we concentrate
on a well-known erasure code called the Reed-Solomon
(RS) codes [18], which are widely used in today’s commer-
cial data centers [7]. To be precise, the system configures
the RS codes with two parameters k and r and denote the
code by RS ðk + r, kÞ codes. In RS ðk + r, rÞ codes, the origi-
nal data D are divided into k data chunks fd1, d2,⋯, dkg,
and these k data chunks are encoded to r parity chunk s f
p1, p2,⋯, prg through the linear operation of equation (1).
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These k + r chunks distributed in different nodes of the stor-
age system form an erasure code stripe S.

pi = 〠
k

j=1
ci,j ∗ dj, ð1Þ

where ci,j is the conversion coefficient from dj to pi, 1 ≤ i
≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤ k. According to the linear characteristics of equa-
tion (1), as long as the number of surviving chunks in the stripe
is larger than k, any k chunks can reconstruct the whole stripe.

Figure 1 depicts the process of encoding, updating, and
decoding of RS ð9, 6Þ. First, the system divides the original
data D into 6 data chunks fD1,D2,D3,D4,D5,D6g, and the
data chunks are encoded by equation (1) to get 3 parity
chunks fP1, P2, P3,g; these 9 chunks form an erasure code
stripe. When the data chunk D6 is updated to D6 ′, the 3 par-
ity chunks will be synchronously updated to fP1 ′, P2 ′, P3 ′g.
In decoding, through the linear operation of equation (1),
the whole stripe can be reconstructed from any 6 surviving
chunks (such as fD1,D2,D3,D4,D5, P1 ′g).

As we can see from Figure 1, in the data update process
of erasure coding, when the data chunk is updated, all the
parity chunks in the same stripe must also be updated simul-
taneously to maintain the consistency of the stripe. Based on
whether the complete data chunks need to be transmitted,
there are 2 classes of update framework: full-stripe update
and delta-based update. In the full-stripe update, the data
chunk Dj (where 1 ≤ j ≤ k) is updated to Dj′, and then, equa-

tion (1) is used to calculate the new parity chunk Pi′ (where
1 ≤ i ≤ r), which needs to transmit the whole chunks and
consumes significantly large network resources. In the
delta-based update, we can update each parity chunk Pi into
Pi′ by equations (2a) and (2b):

ΔPi = 〠
m

j=1
ci,j ∗ Dj′−Dj

� �
, ð2aÞ

Pi′= Pi + ΔPi, ð2bÞ

1 ≤ i ≤ r, 1 ≤ j ≤m: ð2cÞ

To elaborate further, when m data chunks fD1 ⋯Dj

⋯Dmg are updated to fD1′ ⋯Dj′⋯Dm′ g, each data chunk

sends the data-delta Dj′−Dj to the computing node, which
calculates ΔPi based on equation (2a) and then distributes
ΔPi to parity nodes to complete the whole update process.
Clearly, the delta-based update can save network resources
and improve the update efficiency compared with the full-
stripe update.

2.2. Related Work. As mentioned above, the data update is
prevalent in the storage system. It has a significant impact
on the performance of the distributed storage system.
Therefore, various update schemes have been proposed to
improve the erasure-coding update efficiency in recent
years. T-Update [19] builds the minimum update tree
using the Prim [20] algorithm to deal with the single-
node update problem, but T-Update neglects the network
status during construction of the update topology, which
is prone to cause network congestion when the system load
is high. TA-Update [21] adds a rollback-based failure han-
dle method based on T-Update, making the update process
more adaptive. To cope with the problem of multiple-node
update in erasure coding, PUM-P [22] first proposed the
centralized update architecture that collects the data-delta
Δd to the middle node close to the data nodes and distrib-
utes the Δp by the random choice route path. Although the
PUM-P can reduce the connection number between the
data node and the parity node, PUM-P ignores the hetero-
geneity of nodes when selecting the compute node and
ignores the link status when scheduling the update traffic.
In order to improve the data transmission efficiency of
multiple-node updates, ACOUS [23] constructs an update
tree that considers the link delay provided by the commer-
cial cloud service provider, which reduces the multiple-
node update time. But ACOUS also neglects the heteroge-
neity of nodes when selecting the compute node, and it is
difficult to obtain the delay parameter from the service
provider in common storage clusters.

The work mentioned above improves the update effi-
ciency by optimizing the data update process. Shen et al.
[15] proposed the CASO that solves this problem by orga-
nizing data chunks with high correlation into the same
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Figure 1: Example of RS ð9, 6Þ.
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stripes to reduce the update traffic. Specifically, CASO mines
the correlation of different stripes from the real storage sys-
tem work trace [16] and then organizes the highly correlated
data into the same stripe to reduce the number of concurrent
update stripes and improve the update efficiency. CASO can
only mitigate the correlation between stripes, but it cannot
entirely eliminate the correlation of stripes. Consequently,
the multistripe concurrent updates are still frequently trig-
gered by association stripes, especially in the storage system
that the stripe is organized without consideration for data
correlations. Therefore, improving the multistripe concur-
rent update efficiency and maintaining the system load bal-
ance are still very challenging tasks.

In summary, most of the existing update schemes of era-
sure codes only focus on the single stripe update scenario
and ignore the heterogeneity of the node and network status,
which cannot sufficiently deal with the problems of low
update efficiency and load imbalance caused by the multi-
stripe concurrent update. To solve these problems, this
paper introduces SDN and multiattribute decision-making
methods and proposes the Load-Aware Multistripe concur-
rent Update (LAMU) scheme in heterogeneous erasure-
coded storage systems.

3. Model and Formulation of the Multistripe
Concurrent Update Problem

In this section, we first state the multistripe concurrent update
problem in the erasure-coded system. Our motivation is to
find the best computing nodes, convergence path, and diver-
gence path for each strip. These computing nodes and route
paths are combined to form an update forest. Then, we give
the optimization model of multistripe updates with multiple
QoS constraints in the heterogeneous environment.

3.1. Problem Statement. Figure 2 shows a simple distributed
erasure-coded storage system including several racks, in
which each rack contains multiple storage nodes and each
node stores many chunks from diverse erasure-coding
stripes. For example, S1d1 denotes the first data chunk of
stripe S1 and S1p1 denotes the first parity chunk of stripe
S1. We can see from Figure 2 that the 4 data chunks and 4
parity chunks have been distributed in different racks or
nodes in the system.

We use the centralized update architecture similar to
PUM-P [22], which reduces the connection between the data
and parity nodes by introducing middle computing nodes.
We take the update process of 4 data chunks in stripe S1
described in Figure 2 as an example: Firstly, stripe S1 updates
data chunks S1d1, S1d2, S1d3, S1d4 to S1d1 ′, S1d2 ′, S1d3 ′, S1
d4 ′ and then converges the data-delta S1Δdj = ðS1dj ′ − S1dj

Þ to the computing node selected by the controller. Secondly,
the computing node calculates the parity-delta ΔPi by equa-
tion (2a). Finally, the computing node distributes the ΔPi to
corresponding parity nodes.

The detailed mathematical model of multistripe concur-
rent updates with multiple QoS constraints in a heteroge-
neous environment is introduced in Section 3.2. The

network topology of an erasure-coded storage system can
be modeled by a graph G ðV , EÞ, in which V presents the
set of switches and E denotes the set of links between adja-
cent switches. For easy reference, the notations used in this
section are shown in Table 1.

3.2. Problem Formulation

3.2.1. Cumulative Weighted Update Delay for Multistripe
Update. The first objective function is aimed at minimizing
the cumulative update delay of M stripes defined as f1 in
equation (3a). Specifically, the update delay of stripe m is
defined as dmupdate in equation (3b), which is composed of
(a) the data-delta convergence delay dmconvergence, (b) the
parity-delta compute delay dmcompute, and (c) the parity-delta
divergence delay dmdivergence.

min f1 = 〠
m∈M

dmupdate, ð3aÞ

dmupdate = dmconvergence + dmcompute + dmdivergence: ð3bÞ

(1) The Data-Delta Convergence Delay. The data-delta con-
vergence delay dmconvergence is formulated as follows:

dmconvergence = 〠
i∈Nm

max
p∈i

dmp

� �
xmi, ð4aÞ

s:t: 〠
m∈M

bmxm i ≤min
e∈i

bef g, ∀i ∈Nm, ð4bÞ

〠
i∈Nm

xmi = 1, ∀m ∈M, ð4cÞ

xmi ∈ 0, 1f g, ∀m ∈M,∀i ∈Nm, ð4dÞ

where Nm denotes the set of all possible convergence paths
from the updated data nodes to the computing node of
stripe m. i is an element in the set Nm, and it is composed
of multiple point-to-point path p from data nodes to com-
puting node. max

p∈i
fdmpg denotes the convergence delay of

stripe m selecting i as the convergence path. The constraint
in formula (4b) ensures that the total bandwidth require-
ment for all convergence paths through path i does not
exceed the bottleneck bandwidth. The constraint (4c) is
met to ensure that only one divergence path will be
assigned to stripe m. In constraint (4d), xmi denotes a
binary variable: it is 1 if stripe m selects i as the conver-
gence path and 0 otherwise.

(2) The Parity-Delta Computing Delay. This section adopts
the definition of node computing capacity in the erasure-
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coded system proposed by Fenglin et al. [24]. It uses the
sequence c1, c2,⋯, ck,⋯, cn to denote the factors which
affect the processing ability of a node, such as CPU utiliza-
tion, remaining memory, and disk I/O, and the correspond-
ing weight factors are φ1,, φ2,⋯, φk,⋯, φn. Therefore, the
computing capacity of each node in the erasure-coding
update can be expressed as

Capacitym = 〠
N

k=1
ckφk: ð5aÞ

It is assumed that Dm represents the update volume of
stripe m; the parity-delta computing delay dmcompute is formu-
lated as follows:

dmcompute = γ
Dm

Capacitym
= γ

Dm

∑N
k=1ckφk

, ð5bÞ

where γ indicates the capacity conversion coefficient.
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Figure 2: Example of multistripe concurrent update in erasure-coded storage system.

Table 1: Symbols in the problem formulation.

Symbol Description Symbol Description

G Network topology E Link set

V Switch set M Number of update stripes

m Update stripe index e Link between two adjacent switches

Nm Convergence paths set of update stripe m Lm Divergence paths set of update stripe m

i Convergence path j Divergence path

p Unicast path in convergence path i q Unicast path in divergence path j

dmp Convergence delay of stripe m via path p dmq Divergence delay of stripe m via path q

bm Bandwidth cost of update stripe m be Bandwidth capacity of link e

xmi Binary variable xmj Binary variable

N Number of node load decision factors Dm Update data volume of stripe m
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(3) The Parity-Delta Divergence Delay.

dmdivergence = 〠
j∈Lm

max
q∈j

dmq

� �
xmj, ð6aÞ

s:t: 〠
m∈M

bmxm j ≤min bef g, ∀j ∈ Lm, ð6bÞ

〠
j∈Lm

xmj = 1, ∀m ∈M, ð6cÞ

xm j ∈ 0, 1f g, ∀m ∈M,∀j ∈ Lm, ð6dÞ
where Lm denotes the set of all possible divergence paths

from the computing node to the parity nodes of stripem. j is
an element in the set Lm, and it is composed of multiple
point-to-point path q from the computing node to parity
nodes. max

q∈j
fdmqg denotes the divergence delay of stripe m

selecting j as the divergence path. The constraint in formula
(6b) ensures that the total bandwidth requirement for all
convergence paths through path j does not exceed the bottle-
neck bandwidth. The constraint (6c) is met to ensure that
only one divergence path will be assigned to the stripe m.
In constraint (6d), xmj denotes a binary variable: it is 1 if
stripe m selects j as the convergence path and 0 otherwise.

(4) The Proposed Objective Function. According to formulas
(3)–(6), the objective function of the cumulative weighted
delay of the multistripe update can represent as

min f1 = 〠
m∈M

〠
i∈Nm

max
p∈i

dmp

� �
xmi + γ

Dm

∑N
k=1ckφk

+ 〠
j∈Lm

max
q∈j

dmq

� �
xmj

 !
:

ð7Þ

3.2.2. Network Load-Balancing Performance for Multistripe
Update. While improving the update efficiency, the load bal-
ance of the network is also critical. The objective function of
minimizing the maximum link bandwidth utilization is
defined as follows:

min f2 = max
e∈E

〠
m∈M

bmxme

be
, ð8aÞ

s:t: 〠
m∈M

bmxme ≤ be, ∀e ∈ E, ð8bÞ

xme ∈ 0, 1f g, ∀m ∈M,∀e ∈ E: ð8cÞ
The constraint (8b) ensures that the used bandwidth of

the link e cannot be in excess of the link capacity; xme is a
binary variable for the link selection of the update traffic.

3.3. The Proposed Multiobjective Optimal Model of
Multistripe Update. Our goal is to minimize the cumulative
weighted delay of multistripe updates denoted as f1 and

minimize the maximum link bandwidth utilization repre-
sented as f2. However, it is difficult to achieve the minimum
values of f1 and f2 at the same time. The overall objective
function of this paper is defined as follows:

minimize Z = f1, f2½ �, ð9aÞ

s:t: 〠
m∈M

bmxm i ≤min
e∈i

bef g, ∀i ∈Nm, ð9bÞ

〠
m∈M

bmxm j ≤min
e∈ j

bef g, ∀j ∈ Lm, ð9cÞ

〠
m∈M

bmxme ≤ be, ∀e ∈ E, ð9dÞ

〠
i∈Nm

xmi = 1, ∀m ∈M, ð9eÞ

〠
j∈Lm

xmj = 1, ∀m ∈M, ð9fÞ

xmi ∈ 0, 1f g, ∀m ∈M,∀i ∈Nm, ð9gÞ

xmj ∈ 0, 1f g, ∀m ∈M,∀j ∈ Lm, ð9hÞ

xme ∈ 0, 1f g, ∀m ∈M,∀e ∈ E: ð9iÞ

4. SDN-Based Load-Aware Multistripe
Concurrent Update Scheme

To solve the objective functions (9), we propose the LAMU
scheme. Figure 3 presents the system architecture of LAMU,
which includes four main modules: the Node Monitor
(NodeM) module, Network Monitor (NetM) module, Com-
pute Node Selection (CNS) module, and Path Selection (PS)
module. In the process of LAMU, seeking the best comput-
ing node and transmission path for the multistripe erasure
code data update is briefly described as follows: Firstly, the
NodeM and NetM modules update the real-time node load
information and network information. Then, the CNS mod-
ule is used to select the computing nodes for update stripes
according to the network and node status. Last, LAMU
employs the PS module to find an appropriate convergence
path between data nodes and the compute node and an
appropriate divergence path between the compute node
and parity nodes. The combination of the computing node,
convergence path, and divergence path forms the update
tree. Multiple update trees constitute an update forest.
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4.1. The NodeM Module and NetM Module. The Software-
Defined Network (SDN) can significantly simplify the net-
work configuration and alleviate the measurement overhead
compared with the traditional network architecture. For
example, SDN can provide a flexible and efficient monitor
strategy through the centralized control plane. In the LAMU
scheme, the NodeM and NetM modules interact with
switches through the OpenFlow protocol of SDN to discover
the global network topology. It updates the load information
of the storage node and the network link status in real time
to provide a knowledge plane for LAMU. The node load
information recorded by the NodeM is as follows:

Cn = c1, c2,⋯,ckf g, ð10Þ

Mn = m1,m2,⋯,mkf g, ð11Þ

where Cn denotes the set of CPU utilization of each storage
node and Mn denotes the set of the residual memory capac-
ity of each storage node. Both the basic functions of compute
nodes and the calculation of parity increment require CPU
and memory resources.

Ln = l1, l2,⋯,lkf g, ð12Þ

where Ln denotes the set of the I/O load of each node. The I/
O load performance represents the reading and writing per-
formance of the storage node. Since computing nodes
receive and forward data involving data reads and writes, a
more accurate node selection weighting factor can be
obtained by considering the I/O load.

An = a1, a2,⋯,akf g, ð13Þ

where An denotes the set of access bandwidths of each stor-
age node. In the scenario of the multistripe concurrent
update, the compute node, as the convergence node of Δd
and the divergence node of p, has a relatively larger demand
for access bandwidth. Therefore, larger access bandwidth
means less possibility of congestion, thus improving the
overall update efficiency.

The set of CPU utilization Cn, residual memory capacity
Mn, and I/O load Ln can be obtained by periodically request-
ing status information from storage nodes. The set of the
node access bandwidth can be calculated by using the
SDN-based network measurement method in our previous
work [25].

The NetM module follows the OpenFlow protocol of
SDN to obtain the global network topology and update the
real-time network information. The network information
obtained by the NetM module is as follows:
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Figure 3: The architecture of LAMU.
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P = p1, p2,⋯,pnf g, ð14Þ

where P is the set of point-to-point paths between all nodes
of each stripe. This path set can be obtained by the Dijkstra
[26] algorithm. P is calculated during LAMU initialization,
and P can be accessed directly in the subsequent path calcu-
lation, without repeated path calculation, which reduces the
cost of the algorithm.

Bp = b1, b2,⋯,bnf g, ð15Þ

where Bp represents the set of residual bandwidths for each
path P. It can be calculated using the SDN-based network
measurement method in our previous work [27].

Dp = d1, d2,⋯,dnf g, ð16Þ

where Dp represents the set of transmission delays for each
path. It can be obtained by using the SDN-based network
measurement method [27].

Hp = h1, h2,⋯,hnf g, ð17Þ

where Hp denotes the hops of data from the start node to the
end node. It can be calculated from the length of each path P
.

We use NodeM and NetM to obtain the storage node
load and discover the network global status information
mentioned above (10)–(17), which provides data support
for the following computing node selection, aggregation
path, and divergence path selection.

4.2. The CNS Module. As shown in Figure 3, LAMU selects
nonduplicate computing nodes with better performance for
multiple stripes by the CNS module. Firstly, when comput-
ing nodes are assigned to multiple update stripes, it is neces-
sary to avoid numerous stripes selecting the duplicated
computing node. Otherwise, the efficiency of parity-delta
computing will be reduced and network congestion will
occur. Secondly, according to Section 3.2, the parity-delta
computing efficiency is positively correlated with the com-
puting capacity of nodes, so the load status of heterogeneous
nodes should be considered when selecting the computing
node. Specifically, the CNS module uses the node load infor-
mation obtained by the NodeM module to select computing
nodes with better capacity by equation (20). Then, it deletes
the selected nodes from the candidate computing node set to
avoid concurrent update stripes from selecting the duplicate
computing node. The entire process of the CNS module is as
follows.

4.2.1. Normalizing the Load Attributes. To eliminate the
dimension of each node load factor, a min–max normaliza-

tion method is used. Equation (18) is used for the node CPU
utilization and disk I/O load factor, which can achieve better
performance with smaller values. Equation (19) is used for
the node residual memory and node access bandwidth fac-
tor, achieving better performance with larger values.

u xð Þ = xmax − x
xmax − xmin , ð18Þ

v xð Þ = x − xmin

xmax − xmin :
ð19Þ

Then, the normalization decision factor vector can be
obtained as follows: Cj

∗ = uðCjÞ, Mj
∗ = vðMjÞ, Lj

∗ = uðLjÞ,
Aj

∗ = vðAjÞ, and j ∈ f1, 2,⋯, ng; j represents the sequence
number of the candidate computing node.

4.2.2. Calculating the Capacity of the Node. The capacity of
each candidate node can be calculated using the following
equation:

Capacity j =wCCj +wMMj +wLLj +wAAj, ð20Þ

whereW = ½wC ,wM ,wL,wA� is the vector of weighted coeffi-
cients for the node CPU utilization, residual memory, disk I/
O load, and node access bandwidth. Capacity j represents the
weighted summation of the normalized factor of candidate
node j. A node j with a larger Capacity j value is a better
computing node.

4.2.3. Selecting the Computing Node. To prevent severe net-
work congestion and excessive node load, we need to avoid
multiple update stripes selecting the same computing nodes.
The entire process of the computing node selection is sum-
marized in Algorithm 1.

4.3. The Path Selection (PS) Module. As described in
Figure 3, when processing the multistripe concurrent update
request, after LAMU selects the computing node with the
CNS module, the system uses the PS module to schedule
the update traffic, which includes the convergence traffic
between the data nodes and computing node and the diver-
gence traffic between the computing node and parity nodes.
Specifically, LAMU uses the real-time network status and
the multiattribute decision-making method based on TOP-
SIS to schedule the update traffic. In order to improve the
update efficiency and maintain better system load balancing,
we adjust the weight of decision factors under different net-
work loads. The entire process of the PS module is as
follows:

Step 1. Obtain candidate path.

The PS module firstly filters the existing path set P
according to the network bandwidth requirements of the
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update traffic and then obtains the candidate path set P∗,
where bϕ is the network bandwidth requirements of the
update traffic ϕ.

P∗ = p1, p2,⋯,pnf g, ð21aÞ

be ≥ bϕ, ∀e ∈ P∗, ð21bÞ

P∗ ⊆ P: ð21cÞ

M =
b1 b2 ⋯ bn

d1 d2 ⋯ dn

h1 h2 ⋯ hn

2
664

3
775, ð22Þ

where M is the decision-making matrix for finding the best
path for each point-to-point update traffic; each column in
M presents a candidate path. The symbols b, d, and h in each
column denote each path’s residual bandwidth, transmission
delay, and network hops, respectively. These network attri-
butes are obtained by the NetM module.

Step 2. Construct and normalize the decision-making matrix.

To eliminate the influence of dimensions between each
network attribute, the min–max normalization method is
used, as shown in equations (18) and (19) in Section 4.2.
Equation (18) is used for the path delay and network
hop attribute, which can achieve better performance with
smaller values. Equation (19) is used for the residual band-
width, achieving better performance with larger values.

Then, the normalization decision-making matrix M∗ is
described as follows:

M∗ =
b1

∗ b2
∗ ⋯ bn

∗

d1
∗ d2

∗ ⋯ dn
∗

h1
∗ h2

∗ ⋯ hn
∗

2
664

3
775, ð23Þ

where bj
∗ = vðbjÞ, dj

∗ = uðdjÞ, hj
∗ = uðhjÞ, and j ∈ f1, 2,

⋯, ng; j is the sequence number of the matrix column,
corresponding to the sequence number of the candidate
path of the update traffic.

W = wb,wd ,wh½ �T , ð24Þ

whereW is the vector of weighted coefficients; wb, wd, andwh
are the weight coefficients of the residual bandwidth, path
delay, and network hops, respectively. The value of the weight
coefficient set is usually determined through experiment [28]
and will be introduced in Section 5. The weighted decision
matrix can be obtained using the following equation:

Zij =Wi ×M∗
ij, ð25Þ

where i ∈ f1, 2, 3g and j ∈ f1, 2,⋯, ng.

P+
i =max

j
Zij

��i = 1, 2, 3
� �

, j ∈ 1, 2,⋯, nf g, ð26aÞ

P−
i =min

j
Zij

��i = 1, 2, 3
� �

, j ∈ 1, 2,⋯, nf g, ð26bÞ

Step 3. Construct the weighted decision matrix.

Step 4. Obtain the positive and negative ideal solutions.

1. Inputs:
N : candidate computing nodes set
S: concurrent update stripes set
Cn: CPU utilization
Mn: remaining memory
Ln: I/O load
An: access bandwidth
Output: best computing nodes for concurrent update stripes

2. Fors in stripe set Sdo
3. Forj in node set Ndo
4. Obtain the load parameters Cn, Mn, Ln, An
5. Normalize load parameter to C∗

n , M
∗
n , L

∗
n , A

∗
n according to (18) and (19)

6. Calculate the capacity of node j according to (20)
7. Set the node has largest capacity as computing node R for stripe s
8. Delete R from N to ensure that the computing nodes selected by multiple stripes are not duplicated
9. End for
10. End for

Algorithm 1: Computing node selection module.
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where P+
i represents the positive ideal solution of the ith

attribute value, which is composed of the maximum value of
each decision factor, and P−

i represents the negative ideal
solution of the ith attribute value, which is composed of the
minimum value of each decision factor.

D+
j =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〠
3

i=1
Zij − P+

i

� 	2s
, j ∈ 1, 2,⋯, nf g, ð27aÞ

D−
j =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
〠
3

i=1
Zij − P−

i

� 	2s
, j ∈ 1, 2,⋯, nf g, ð27bÞ

where Zij is an element in the candidate path ½Z1j, Z2j, Z3j�T
and D+

j and D
−
j are the distances from each candidate path to

the positive and negative ideal solutions, respectively.

C+
j =

D−
j

D+
j +D−

j
, j ∈ 1, 2,⋯, nf g: ð28Þ

Step 5. Calculate the distance from the candidate path to the
positive and negative ideal solutions.

Step 6. Calculate the relative closeness C+
j between each can-

didate path and the optimal candidate path.

When the relative closeness C+
j is larger, the path is more

suitable for the update traffic.
The entire process of the PS module is summarized in

Algorithm 2.

5. Implementation and Evaluation

5.1. Experiment Environment. The performance of the
proposed erasure-coding update scheme is evaluated in this
section. We implement the prototype of LAMU on Container-

net [17], a fork of the famous Mininet [29] network emulator.
Different from Mininet, Containernet uses the Docker [30]
containers as hosts in emulated network topologies. This
feature allows Containernet to better simulate distributed stor-
age systems. Ryu [31] is used as the SDN controller that sup-
ports the OpenFlow protocol. The entire experimental
environment is deployed on an Ubuntu 18.04 system on a
Sugon A840r-G, which has 64 ∗ 2:1GHz AMD processors
and 128GB of memory. In terms of the experimental topology,
we use Containernet 3.1.0 to simulate the fat-tree topology
[32]. As shown in Figure 4, the bandwidth capacity of each link
in the fat tree is set to 200Mbps because the simulation exper-
iment assumes limited resources. Storage nodes in the fat-tree
topology are heterogeneous; when selecting the computing
node for each update stripe, we set the weight of the access
bandwidth, CPU utilization, residual memory, and I/O load
to ½0:6, 0:1, 0:1,0:2�.

To evaluate the performance of LAMU in a more realis-
tic environment, we use the real distributed storage system
background traffic pattern, which was measured in our pre-
vious work [33], to reproduce the realistic network condi-
tion, as shown in Table 2. According to [33], the speed of
the heartbeat traffic is set to 1Mbps to reduce the packet loss
rate in the experimental environment; all the background
traffic is maintained for a long time to ensure that the back-
ground traffic exists throughout the whole update process.
To further evaluate the efficiency of our LAMU method
under different network loads, three kinds of traffic load sce-
narios are set in the evaluation, as follows:

(i) Low-load (LL) scenario: 10 heart beating flows, 10
user data flows, and 10 migration flows

(ii) Middle-load (ML) scenario: 20 heart beating flows,
20 user data flows, and 20 migration flows

(iii) High-load (HL) scenario: 30 heart beating flows, 30
user data flows, and 30 migration flows

1. Inputs:
Candidate path set P ; path residual bandwidth set Bp ; path delay set Dp; path hop set Hp ; source node nsrc and destination node

ndst of convergence flow or divergence flow; bandwidth requirement b∅ ; of update flow; vector of weighted coefficients for the resid-
ual bandwidth, end-to-end delay, and network hops W = ½wb,wd ,wh�T

Output: the best path from update traffic source nsrc to update traffic destination ndst
2. for path p in path set Pdo
3. ifp is from nsrc to ndst and bp > b∅do
4. add p to path setPn
5. end if
6. end for
7. Build the decision matrix M based on Pn according to Equation (22)
8.Normalize M to M∗ according to Equation (23)
9. Construct the weighted decision matrix Z based on M∗ according to Equation (25)
10. Calculate the positive P+ and negative ideal solution P− of weight matrix Z according to (26)
11. Calculate the Euclidean distance D+,D− from each candidate path to the positive and negative ideal solutions according to (27)
12. Calculate the relative closeness C+

j between each candidate path and the best candidate path according to (28)
13. Return the candidate path p with the largest relative closeness as the route path

Algorithm 2: Path Selection module.
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The value of the weight coefficient set is usually deter-
mined through experiments [28]. As the system load
increase, the network bandwidth resources become more
limited. Therefore, we increase the bandwidth weight with
the load increase. We set W = ½wb,wd ,wh�T mentioned in
equation (24) to ½0:25, 0:6,0:15�, ½0:5, 0:4,0:1�, and ½0:7,
0:2,0:1� for the LL, ML, and HL scenarios, respectively.

In the evaluation, we compare LAMUwith PUM-P [22] and
DelaySelect. For PUM-P, it also improves the update efficiency
by introducing the computing node. Yet, PUM-P ignores the
heterogeneity of computing nodes and network status; all nodes
and route paths have an equal probability of being selected.
DelaySelect is extended from [23], which also adopts a central-
ized update framework and improves the update efficiency by
selecting the path with the least delay as the routing path for
update traffic. The experimental comparison items include the
average update time, the standard deviation of bandwidth, and
the link maximum bandwidth utilization of the system.

We focus on the update performance between different
update schemes under various system load scenarios. In terms
of experimental parameters, we use the parameters that may
impact the update performance, including the number of
update data nodes, the number of parity nodes, the size of
data-delta, and the number of update stripes. The range of
these parameters is listed in Table 3. To get a more convincing
experiment result, each experiment was done 10 times, and the
average value of these experiments was taken as the result.

5.2. Update Efficiency

5.2.1. Average Update Time with Varying Numbers of Parity
Nodes in Different Load Scenarios. This subsection presents
extensive comparisons of the average update time of three
update schemes under different experimental parameters
and load scenarios. Figure 5 shows the average update time

increase along with p when d = 8. As the number of parity
nodes increases, more parity-delta needs to be transmitted,
increasing the average update time. While the load becomes
higher, the update time between different schemes begins to
present differences. As we can see, in the high-load (HL) sce-
nario, LAMU reduces the average update time by 17.9% and
43.1% compared with DelaySelect and PUM-P, respectively.

5.2.2. Average Update Time with Varying Numbers of Update
Data Nodes in Different Load Scenarios. Figure 6 presents
that the average update time is generally stable with the
increase of update data nodes in different load scenarios.
This is because, on the premise that the data volume is con-
stant, the increasing number of update data nodes will
reduce the average data-delta sent by each data node. There-
fore, the extra time caused by connecting more data nodes is
offset. While the load becomes higher, the update time
between different schemes begins to show more significant
differences. As we can notice, in the low-load (LL) scenario,
the three update schemes achieve a comparable average
update time. In the middle load (ML) scenario, LAMU starts
to show better update efficiency. In the HL scenario, LAMU
reduces the average update time by 18.8% and 49.5% com-
pared with DelaySelect and PUM-P, respectively.

5.2.3. Average Update Time with Varying Sizes of Update
Data Volume in Different Load Scenarios. Figure 7 illustrates
how the average update time increases along with the update
data volume in different load scenarios. The three update
schemes achieve comparable average update times in the
LL scenario. In the ML scenario, LAMU starts to show better
update efficiency. Compared with DelaySelect and PUM-P,
LAMU reduces the average update time by 12.1% and
26.5% under the ML scenario, respectively, and 19.7% and
43.4% under the HL scenario, respectively.

5.2.4. Average Update Time with Varying Update Stripes in
Different Load Scenarios. Figure 8 illustrates the average
update time variation with the number of concurrent update
stripes. As we can see, with the increase of the number of con-
current update stripes in all three scenarios, the average update
time of LAMU is only increasing a little. It illustrates that
LAMU is more efficient in dealing with the multistripe con-
current update. However, the update time increases signifi-
cantly when adopting the DelaySelect and PUM-P schemes
with the increase of the number of update stripes. Specifically,

Core
switches

Aggregation
switches

Edge
switches

Storage nodes

Figure 4: Experimental fat-tree topology.

Table 2: The statistical information of the different types of traffic
in the distributed storage system.

Traffic type
Speed
(Mbps)

Duration (s)
Packet
number

Avg.
packet

size (bytes)

Heartbeat traffic 92.87 0.006554 54 1477.42

User data traffic 12.93 39.31 67073 1508.65

Migration traffic 4.36 654.12 340354 1505.56
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Table 3: Experiment parameters.

Parameter Ranges Default

The number of data node for update of each stripe, d 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 8 update data nodes

The number of parity node of each stripe, p 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 6 parity nodes

The size of update data volume (MB) 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 8MB

The number of update stripe 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 5 update stripes
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Figure 5: Average update time comparison with the variation of the number of parity nodes in different load scenarios.
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compared with DelaySelect and PUM, LAMU reduces the
average update time by 10.4% and 28.8% under the ML sce-
nario, respectively, and reduces the average update time by
16.3% and 43.4% under the HL scenario, respectively.

5.3. Network Load-Balancing Performance

5.3.1. Standard Deviation of Link Bandwidth Utilization with
Varying Update Stripes in Different Load Scenarios. To verify

the load-balancing performance of the three update
schemes, we evaluate the standard deviation of link utiliza-
tion, as presented in Figure 9. The lower the standard devi-
ation of link utilization, the more balanced the link loads
are. PUM-P has the largest standard deviation in all three
scenarios. This finding is because PUM-P does not consider
the network status when scheduling the update traffics,
which easily leads to load imbalance, while we can notice
that in the HL scenario, the standard deviation of PUM-P
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is a little lower than that of the ML scenario. The reason is
that, with the load increasing, PUM-P makes more and
more links saturated. Thus, the standard deviation is
decreased. The DelaySelect has a lower standard deviation
than PUM-P for DelaySelect uses the link delay to schedule
the update traffic, which has better load-balancing perfor-
mance. The LAMU has the lowest standard deviation in all
three scenarios. This result is because LAMU comprehen-
sively considers link bandwidth, delay, and path hop when
scheduling the update traffic; LAMU achieves better load
balancing and avoids network congestion caused by several
links reaching the full load.

5.3.2. Network Maximum Link Bandwidth Utilization with
Varying Update Stripes in Different Load Scenarios. The max-
imum link bandwidth utilization represents the utilization of
the most congested link in the system, and the larger it is,
the more unbalanced the system is. As shown in Figure 10,
in the ML scenario, full load links have already appeared in
PUM-P and have also appeared in DelaySelect in the HL sce-
nario. It means that some links in the system are highly con-
gested. The LAMU method has the lowest maximum link
bandwidth utilization in all three scenarios, which means
LAMU can achieve better load balancing and avoids network
congestion caused by links reaching the full load.

6. Conclusions

Erasure coding has become an indispensable redundancy
mechanism in today’s large-scale distributed storage sys-
tem. However, the data update of erasure coding introduces
additional computing load and network traffic, reducing the
efficiency of data updates and affecting the system load bal-
ancing. Most of the existing erasure-coding update schemes
ignore the heterogeneity of node and network status and
the multistripe concurrent update caused by data correla-
tion. To solve this problem, this paper establishes the opti-
mization model of multistripe updates with multiple QoS
constraints in the heterogeneous environment and then
proposes LAMU, a load-aware multistripe concurrent
update scheme. Firstly, LAMU introduces SDN to measure
the node load and network status in real time, and then, the
obtained nodes and network information are used to select
nonduplicated computing nodes with better capacity for
multiple update stripes. Finally, the multiattribute
decision-making method is used to schedule the network
traffic between data nodes, computing nodes, and parity
nodes. Extensive experimental results show that LAMU
can reduce the average update time while providing better
load-balancing performance.

Moreover, we’ll consider implementing LAMU in a
real erasure-coded storage system in the future. Another
direction for future work is to use reinforcement learning
to adjust the decision parameter weight when scheduling
the update traffic and making a trade-off between the
number and the location of the computing nodes to
achieve better results.
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